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Abstract. Recently, Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) have proven
to be a powerful machine learning tool for Computer Aided Diagnosis
(CADx) and disease prediction. A key component in these models is to
build a population graph, where the graph adjacency matrix represents
pair-wise patient similarities. Until now, the similarity metrics have been
defined manually, usually based on meta-features like demographics or
clinical scores. The definition of the metric, however, needs careful tun-
ing, as GCNs are very sensitive to the graph structure. In this paper, we
demonstrate for the first time in the CADx domain that it is possible to
learn a single, optimal graph towards the GCN’s downstream task of dis-
ease classification. To this end, we propose a novel, end-to-end trainable
graph learning architecture for dynamic and localized graph pruning.
Unlike commonly employed spectral GCN approaches, our GCN is spa-
tial and inductive, and can thus infer previously unseen patients as well.
We demonstrate significant classification improvements with our learned
graph on two CADx problems in medicine. We further explain and vi-
sualize this result using an artificial dataset, underlining the importance
of graph learning for more accurate and robust inference with GCNs in
medical applications.
Keywords: Graph convolution · Disease prediction · Graph learning
1 Introduction
There is a growing body of literature that recognises the potential of geometric
deep learning [1] and graph convolutional networks (GCNs) in healthcare. GCNs
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have been applied to various problems already, including protein interaction pre-
diction [6], metric learning on brain connectomes [14] or representation learning
for medical images [2].
In this work, we focus on Computer Aided Diagnosis (CADx), i.e. disease
prediction from multimodal patient data using GCNs in conjunction with popu-
lation models [8, 10, 18, 22]. The population model is realized in form of a graph,
where vertices represent patients, edges represent connections between patients,
and edge weights represent the patient similarity according to a defined metric
[18]. Employing graph models for CADx is motivated by the success of GCNs in
social network analyses and recommender systems [1]. The graph provides neigh-
borhood information between patients, and graph signal processing [17] is used
to aggregate patient features over local neighborhoods, similar to localized fil-
ters in regular convolutional neural networks (CNN). Graph deep learning is then
tasked with learning a set of filters with optimal weights towards the downstream
task of CADx classification. Kipf and Welling [13] proposed semi-supervised node
classification using spectral GCNs. This approach was first adapted to CADx
in medicine by Parisot et al. [18], who proposed to compute patient similarities
from a set of meta-features such as age and sex. Importantly, the definition of the
similarity metric between patients determines the graph adjacency matrix. As
such, both feature selection and similarity metric definition need to be carefully
tuned to avoid placing a meaningless graph structure at the core of the GCN.
To alleviate this, several works have proposed using multiple graphs [8, 10,
20], where each graph is built from different patient features and encodes a
unique latent structure about the population. Patient feature vectors are pro-
cessed through each graph separately, and fused prior to the decision layer. Multi-
graph approaches significantly improve the classification accuracy for CADx, and
make GCNs much more robust towards the definition of individual graphs and
similarity metrics [8, 10]. On the other hand, they open up new challenges: i)
multiple graphs limit the scalability due to the number of parameters, and ii)
the multi-graph fusion layer needs to be carefully designed (e.g. self-attention [8]
or LSTM-based attention [10]).
An alternative approach to hand-crafting the graph adjacency matrix is to
learn it end-to-end, to optimally support the downstream task. Notably, while
we focus on CADx in this paper, learning a graph can benefit many other ap-
plications as well. In some cases, the learned graph might even be of higher
interest than the downstream task, as it can provide important information for
interpretability. There is little work so far on graph learning in general [19], and
in the field of medicine in particular. Approaches proposed so far, however, are
very diverse in nature. For example, Zhan et al. [24] construct multiple graph
Laplacians and optimize the weighting among them during training. Franceschi
et al. [5] sample graph adjacency matrices from a binomial distribution via repa-
rameterization trick and optimize the graph structure via hypergradient descent,
demonstrating its efficacy via classification accuracy e.g. in citation networks.
Jang et al. [7] simultaneously learn an EEG feature representation and a brain
connectivity graph based on deterministic graph sampling. Interestingly, they
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Fig. 1: Latent-graph learning architecture: Input node features are embedded into
a lower dimensional space by a MLP fφ. The parameter Θ is a soft-threshold
applied to the distances between embedded features in order to build the adja-
cency matrix A. Its outcome provides the population graph model to the GCN,
to further learn the node representations for the classification task.
demonstrate that the graph makes sense from a neuroscientific perspective, set-
ting an example that the learned graph can have an intrinsic value regarding
model interpretability and knowledge discovery.
Contribution: In this work, we propose a graph convolution-based neural
network to perform patient classification, which automatically learns to predict
an underlying patients-graph that is optimal for the downstream task, e.g. CADx.
We show that using a single graph learned end-to-end allows both to achieve
better performance and reduce the network complexity. Moreover, our method
naturally applies to inductive settings, since we learn a function predicting the
underlying graph structure which is robust to the introduction of new patients
to the current population.
2 Method
In this section we describe our proposed model for graph learning and node clas-
sification. The advantages of our method are two-fold. First, despite the recent
successes of multi-graph methods [8, 10, 20], we show that using a graph that
has been learned end-to-end allows to achieve a significantly better classifica-
tion performance. The second advantage is that during graph inference, a single
graph is built from multiple features via Euclidean embedding, which drastically
reduces the network complexity and solves the scalability problem, as an arbi-
trary amount of features can be embedded. Compared to CADx GCN models so
far [8, 9, 18, 22], we thus do not have to restrict the graph’s adjacency context
to patient meta-feature only (e.g. sex, age), but we can represent and embed
a much richer patient representation into the graph structure. In the following
paragraphs we detail the architecture of our graph learning module and its use
in a classification network.
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2.1 Latent-graph learning
Given an input set of nodes and associated features xi ∈ Rd, the goal is to predict
an optimal underlying graph structure which allows employing graph convolu-
tional (GC) layers towards the downstream task, e.g. CADx in this work.
Predicting a discrete (e.g. binary) graph structure is a non-differentiable prob-
lem. To overcome this limitation and train the graph end-to-end, we represent
it as a real-valued, i.e. weighted adjacency matrix A ∈ [0, 1]N×N . With this
continuous relaxation we allow the output of any GC layer to be differentiable
with respect to the graph structure.
In order to keep the architecture computationally and memory efficient,
rather than learning on edge features [7, 21], we propose to learn a function
x˜i = fφ(xi) which embeds node input features into a lower dimensional Eu-
clidean space. The edge weight aij connecting i
th and jth nodes is thus directly
related to the embedded features distance through the following sigmoid func-
tion:
aij =
1
1 + e−t(‖x˜i−x˜j‖2+θ)
(1)
where θ is a threshold parameter and t is a temperature parameter pushing values
of aij to either 0 or 1. Values of t and θ are both optimized during training. We
use a simple Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) as our function fφ. In figure 1 we
illustrate the graph learning pipeline.
2.2 Classification model
We use our Latent-Graph learning to perform node classification. Given a set
of N patients and associated set of multi-modal features X ∈ RN×d1 , the task
is to predict the corresponding labels yi, i = 1 . . . N . To this end, we build a
classification model composed by few graph convolutional layers followed by a
fully connected layer to predict the patient label. To build the graph A with our
latent-graph learning module, our model simply requires the full patient feature
vectors X. In particular, we make use of the spatial GC layer defined as:
Hl+1 = D
−1AHlW (2)
where D is a normalization matrix with dii =
∑
ij aij , Hl is the output activation
of the previous layer, and W are the model filters to be learnt. As mentioned
before, both the latent-graph learning and classification MLPs are trained in an
end to end manner.
2.3 Proof of concept:
In order to test the graph learning part of our model, we design an experimental
setup on simulated data. We define a simple optimization problem in which the
task is to regress a target vector yi associated to each node.
Setting. Consider to be given a randomly generated graph G of N nodes with
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Fig. 2: Left: the ground truth graphs (top) and output of the graph optimization
(bottom) for 5 and 10 nodes setting. The red boxes show errors made by our
method, and white boxes show successful adjacency reconstruction. Right: the
mean squared error between predicted and ground truth vectors as a function
of number of nodes. Each curve represents different embedding dimensions.
associated features X. We define the ground-truth vector of the ith node as the
sum of its neighbors’ features, yi =
∑
j∈Ni xij . Further, we initialize the feature
matrix as X = I ∈ RN×N . Since our focus is to analyze the graph learning part,
identity features are simple and orthogonal, which results in a minimum impact
of the feature space on the task. As a result, only one possible output graph
structure can minimise the loss to zero.
Task. With this setting, we formalize the following optimization problem:
arg min
Φ
∑
i
(yi −A(Φ,X)xi)2 (3)
where A(Φ,X) is our latent-graph learning module with input node features X
and optimized parameters Φ. The main challenge in optimizing eq. 3 is to choose
the neighborhood between the nodes.
Results. In figure 2 we show results of the optimization. We analyze the be-
haviour of our method at increasing number of nodes. From the right plot we
can see how the embedding size plays an important role on the ability of the
method to retrieve the underlying graph. On the left we can appreciate how
our latent-graph learning module is able to retrieve the relevant (ground-truth)
affinity graph on two simulated toy graphs with 5 and 10 nodes.
3 Experiments and Results
After our proof of concept on simulated data, we now show results of the pro-
posed method on two publicly available medical datasets. We benchmark our
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TADPOLE UKBB
Baselines Accuracy AUC Accuracy AUC
Linear classifier 70,22 ± 06,32 80.26 ± 04.81 59.66± 1.170 80.26 ± 00.91
Spectral-GCN [18] 81.00 ± 06.40 74.70 ± 04.32 OOM OOM
DGCNN[23] 84.59 ± 04.33 83.56 ± 04.11 58.35 ± 00.91 76.82 ± 03.03
Proposed 92.91 ± 02.50 94.49 ± 03.70 64.35 ± 01.11 82.35 ± 00.36
Table 1: Comparison with some baseline methods on classification task on TAD-
POLE and UKBB datasets.
classification results against three baselines and three comparative methods,
which will be described in the following.
We choose TADPOLE and UKBB mainly due to the difference is their size,
which helps us analyze the adaptability of our proposed graph learning technique
to smaller and larger datasets in medicine.
TADPOLE: This dataset [15] is a subset of the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimag-
ing Initiative (adni.loni.usc.edu), comprising 564 patients with 354-dimensional
multi-modal features. The task is to classify each patient into Cognitively Normal
(CN), Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), or Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). Features
are extracted from MR and PET imaging, cognitive tests, cerebro-spinal fluid
(CSF) and clinical examinations.
UKBB: UK Biobank data provides pre-computed structural, volumetric and
functional features of the brain, which are extracted from MRI and fMRI im-
ages using Freesurfer [4]. Here, we task the network to predict the age for each
patient. We use a subsample of UKBB data [16], consisting of 14,503 patients
with 440 features per individual. We quantize the patients’ age into four decades
from age 50-90 as classification targets.
Baselines. Table 1 presents classification accuracies and area under the ROC
curve (AUC) measures for the baseline and our proposed methods. As a linear
and non-graph baseline technique, we use a ridge regression classifier. Spectral-
GCN [18] performs graph based convolution in the Fourier domain, but requires a
pre-defined graph. Dynamic graph CNN (DGCNN) [23] constructs a kNN graph
on the output activation during training, however the graph is not learned.
All the graph-based techniques perform better than the ridge classifier (1). It
can be further observed that a pre-defined graph may indeed be a sub-optimal
choice, since Spectral-GCN performs worse than both DGCNN and the proposed
method. Importantly, due to the polynomial filter approximation of the graph
Laplacian, Spectral-GCNs can have too high memory demands, which is why
UKBB could not be evaluated with this model. Further, our proposed model
outperforms all the baselines with a margin of 8.32% and 6% for TADPOLE
and UKBB respectively.
Comparative methods. In table 2 we show the performance of our model in
terms of accuracy of classification and AUC. We choose Multi-GCN [8], which
uses multiple graphs from different set of features, and reportedly performed
very well on datasets similar to TADPOLE. InceptionGCN [9] is a state of the
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art GCN method on TADPOLE. Differentiable Graph Module (DGM) [11] is a
recently proposed graph learning method. As can be seen in table 2, the pro-
posed model outperforms all comparative methods. For the much larger UKBB
dataset, we again received out of memory (OOM) errors for the spectral GCN
methods Multi-GNC and InceptionGCN. We further report the number of pa-
rameters required by each compared model in table 2. All the experiments are
performed with ten-fold stratified cross-validation. The low standard deviation
of our proposed method further shows the improved robustness of our model.
Out of sample extension. Our method does not directly optimize a graph
for a given population but it rather learn a fφ that predicts the graph from
input patients features. As such, it is easily extendable to previously unseen
test patients, to enable inductive inference. Unseen patients can thus be added
during testing time, and will be embedded into the lower dimensional space for
graph representation. For a comparison to state of the art, we select DGCNN
and DGM which are both inductive graph methods as well. Table 3 shows the
accuracy of classification, given a data split of 90% training data vs 10% testing
data. The higher accuracy and lowest standard deviation for our method confirms
the superiority, robustness and precision of our model in a fully inductive setting.
Qualitative results. Our quantitative results show the superiority of our
proposed method, which learns a graph along with the task in an end to end
fashion. However, from a qualitative point of view, it is challenging to evaluate
the learnt graph, because it is not possible to compute a groundtruth graph. As
an approximation, we generate a reference graph for TADPOLE from a weighted
summation of the individual graphs from different modalities as is described in
Multi-GCN [8]. Figure 3 shows the ground truth graph on the left and the learned
graph. Interestingly, even though both the graphs are not completely identical,
the overall structure shows similarities with one another. Remaining differences
TADPOLE UKBB
Method Accuracy AUC P Accuracy AUC P
Multi-GCN [8] 76.06±0.72 90.32±4.85 46k OOM OOM 46k
InceptionGCN[9] 84.11±4.50 88.39±4.16 58k OOM OOM 58k
DGM[11] 91.05±5.93 96.86±1.81 6k 61.59± 1.05 79.32±0.95 14k
Proposed 92.91±2.50 94.49±3.70 2k 64.351±1.11 82.352±0.37 11k
Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art graph convolutional based methods
on TADPOLE and UKBB datasets. P denotes the number of model parameters.
Method DGCNN DGM Proposed
TADPOLE 82.99 ± 04.91 88.12 ± 03.65 91.85 ± 02.62
UKBB 51.84 ± 08.16 53.37 ± 07.94 63.91 ± 01.49
Table 3: Classification accuracy score for out of sample extension in TADPOLE
and UKBB datasets.
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Fig. 3: The figure shows the ground truth graph (left) and learnt graph on the
(right). The graph is shown for all the point in the dataset for random fold. The
colorbar shows the affinity of each point with other.
in the graph structure are expected, as these probably explain the improved
classification performance to a degree. However, a proper interpretaton from a
medical perspective would require an assessment by experts, which we suggest
as future work.
Implementation details. We use the Adam optimizer [12] to minimize the
loss with a learning rate of 0.01 reduced to 0.0001 at the intervals of 100 epochs
in a piecewise constant fashion. The number of epochs=600. All the experiments
are implemented in TensorFlow and performed using a commercial workstation
and GPU (Titan Xp, 12GB VRAM).
4 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a model capable of learning the optimal relationships
between the patients towards the downstream task, e.g. CADx and age prediction
in medicine in this work. The entire model is trained in an end-to-end fashion,
backpropagating directly through the graph adjacency. This is achieved using a
soft thresholding technique with the learnable threshold Θ and the temperature
parameter. Such a setting allows the update of each edge weight with respect to
the loss.
As a proof of concept, we showed experiments on the simulated data where
we successfully learned the given ground truth graph. Further, we showed ap-
plications to disease prediction on TADPOLE data and age prediction on UK
Biobank data. In all the experiments our model performed better than base-
line and state of the art approaches. Our model generalizes to inductive setting
and outperforms other state of the art methods. At the same time, our model
only contains up to two orders of magnitude less parameters than state of the
art single- and multi-graph methods. It can be concluded from all of our experi-
ments that a pre-defined graph might not be optimal, neither in a single- nor in a
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multi-graph setting. Instead, an end-to-end learning of the graph adjacency can
lead to significant benefits in downstream tasks like classification. Further, the
graph structure itself may have an intrinsic value, e.g. for better interpretability
and knowledge discovery in the medical dataset.
In the proposed method we learned a global threshold for the entire pop-
ulation, but this may not be necessarily optimal. A single threshold operating
globally on the Euclidean embedding might neglect the heterogeneity of the
embedding structure. Therefore, learning a dedicated and patient-specific neigh-
borhood threshold for each node might be the next step. Likewise, the Euclidean
space embedding may not be optimal to learn a semantically meaningful graph
either. Recent works have shown that the appropriate isometric space for embed-
ding graphs is a negatively curved, i.e. a hyperbolic space [3]. Another direction
to explore is the interpret the graph as well as the model.
In summary, we have proposed a novel graph learning method which makes
it unnecessary to pre-define graph adjacencies. Until now, this was a prerequisite
for employment of GCN models in medicine so far, but the definition of patient
similarity metrics was not often well-motivated. The proposed graph learning
method thus paves the way for further employment of graph methods in clinical
decision support systems, which consistently demonstrate higher classification
performances than the current state of the art in medicine.
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